
Instructions for 'Modern Elegance Jewelry Set with Swarovski Crystals - Art
Gala' Kit
Project KS-SP-004W   [Skill Level: Beginner]
Designer: Julie Bean

Project Components  | NOTE: To account for potential mistakes, there may be extra pieces of some types of findings.

2 - feet of silver plated rolo chain 1 - gita jewelry necklace pendant in silver

1 - gita jewelry leverback earrings in silver 1 - silver plated lobster clasp

1 - natural wood craft stick 3 - silver plated oval jump rings

2 - crystal chatons 1 - silver plated jump ring

2 - crystal lilac chatons 3 - crystal paradise shine cushion stones

Recommended Tools (not included)
Chain Nose Pliers, Cutters

Techniques Taught:
How to open a jump ring, How to properly bend a prong setting

Instructions: For video instructions, go to www.beadaholique.com/how-to-make-the-modern-elegance-jewelry-set-an-exclusive-
beadaholique-kit.html

With this kit you are given 2 feet of chain. The center focal and clasp add around 2 inches of length to the finished design. This
means that you can have a necklace that is up to 26 inches long. Start by determining how long you want your necklace to be and
cut your chain accordingly. For instance if you want an 18 inch long necklace, then cut two equal lengths of chain, 8 inches long
each. That will give you a total of 16 inches of chain and 2 inches of focal/clasp. Cut your chain and set it aside.

1. 

To set your crystals into the prong settings, you will be using the provided popsicle stick. Start with the earring settings first.2. 

Pick up one earring setting and hold the leverback portion between your fingers with the prong setting side facing up. Place a
cushion stone into the setting, it will be an exact fit. Using your popsicle stick, press down one of the four prong settings so that it
bends over the top of the crystal*. Just position the popsicle stick on the outside of the prong and press it forward over the crystal.
You might need to stabilize the crystal in place with your fingers as you do the prong settings. After you have set one prong, next
set the prong across from the one you just did. It is better to work across (or diagonal) vs. setting prongs that are side by side. This
helps to keep the crystal evenly anchored in place. Continue doing this until you have folded down all four prong settings. Once all
four are done, go back over each one more time to make sure it is nice and secure. Repeat this step with your second earring.

3. 

For the focal pendant, there are five stones to set: 1 large center cushion, 2 medium size round chatons, 2 small size round
chatons. Set the middle focal cushion stone first, following the same technique as with the earrings. You can choose if it is easier to
hold the pendant in your hand as you set the crystals and prongs or if it is easier to set it down on a table and work that way. Once
you have fully set the center stone, set the two medium size round chatons in the settings on either side of the center cushion.
Finally, set the two end small size round chatons. The setting process is the same for the round stones as it is for the cushion
stones.

4. 

Take one of your oval jump rings, open it*, and connect it to one of your cut chain lengths from step 1 and one of the side loops on
your focal piece. Close the jump ring. On the other side of this same chain length, open and attach another oval jump ring and
connect it to the loop at the base of the lobster clasp as well. Close the jump ring.

5. 

Take a third oval jump ring, open it, and connect it to the remaining cut chain length and the loop on the other side of your focal
piece. Close the jump ring. On the other side of this same chain length, open and attach a larger round jump ring. Close the jump
ring. This will work as the second half of your clasp.

6. 

All done, enjoy!7. 



How to Properly Bend a Prong Setting

1 Position your crystal in the setting, facing up. Align the 
popsicle stick to the side of the prong you are about to set. 
In this photo you can see that the prong next to the popsicle 
stick has not been set and is sticking straight up whereas 
the prong across from it has been set and is bent over. 

2 Going from an angle, begin to press down on the prong. 
Apply a gentle but firm pressure as you start to bend the 
prong on top of the crystal. 

3 Continue pressing until the prong is bent over the crystal. 
The wood of the popsicle stick should not scratch the 
crystal. Go back over the prong several times until it is 
firmly pressed down onto the crystal. 

4 Once the prong is set, it will no longer stick straight up. 
Tip: set the first prong and then set the one directly across 
from it, not the one next to it. This back and forth across 
method will help to prevent your crystal from slipping out 
of place as you work on it. 






